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ALTHEA
by Sally Jacobs
Althea Gibson broke
the color barrier in
tennis, won
repeatedly at the U.S.
Open and Wimbledon
10 years before Arthur
Ashe played there,
and was the first black
woman to appear on
the cover of Time
Magazine.

In 1950, three years after Jackie Robinson first walked onto the
diamond at Ebbets Field, the lily white, upper-crust National Lawn
Tennis Association opened its door just a crack to receive the
powerhouse player who would integrate the game of kings. That player
was not Arthur Ashe. It was Althea Gibson. Sally Jacobs, a former
reporter for the Boston Globe, delivers the heart-rending story of this
pioneer, who is now poised to assume a position of glory again as Billie
Jean King crusades for her recognition, the head of the NLTA now
campaigns to elevate her memory, and Serena Williams angles for the
lead in a movie about the big Harlem diamond in the rough – the
boyish black woman with the blistering forehand.
From today's vantage point, it is difficult to grasp the challenges that
Gibson encountered. Today, the subjects of women and tennis are hot,
black women and tennis profoundly more so. HBO presented a five-part
documentary about the life of Serena Williams that reflected as much
about her pregnancy's impact on her skin as it did about her seemingly
superhuman athletic abilities: viewers want to inhale the tiniest detail
about this Amazon and the many other black American women who are
now on the highest rungs of the world tennis ladder.

St. Martin’s Press
August 15, 2023
REPRESENTED BY
CAROLYN SAVARESE

Gibson didn't just add another rung to the desegregation ladder, she
stormed through barriers of class and gender to get there. And yet, so
lost to history is her astonishing achievement on the court, it is routinely
credited to a man, Arthur Ashe, who came along a decade later. This
book will at long last set that record straight and explore the reasons
why Gibson's achievement was so long obscured.
Sally Jacobs is an award-winning newspaper reporter who worked
for The Boston Globe for more than twenty-five years. She is the author
of a biography of President Obama's Father, The Other Barack, and a
recipient of the George Polk Award.
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THE FIGHT FOR PRIVACY: Protecting Dignity, Identity, and Love in the
Digital Age
by Danielle Keats Citron
The essential road
map for
understanding—and
defending—your right
to privacy in the
twenty-first century.

Privacy is disappearing. When intimate privacy becomes data,
corporations know exactly when to flash that ad for a new drug or
pregnancy test. Social and political forces know how to manipulate
what you think and who you trust, leveraging sensitive secrets and
deepfake videos to ruin or silence opponents. And as new technologies
invite new violations, people have power over one another like never
before, from revenge porn to blackmail, attaching life-altering risks to
growing up, dating online, or falling in love.

The Fight for Privacy takes the focus off Silicon Valley moguls to

investigate the price we pay as technology migrates deeper into every
aspect of our lives. Drawing on in-depth interviews with victims,
activists, and advocates, Citron brings headline issues home for readers
by weaving together visceral stories about the countless ways that
corporate and individual violators exploit privacy loopholes. Exploring
why the law has struggled to keep up, she reveals how our current
system leaves victims—particularly women, LGBTQ+ people, and
marginalized groups—shamed and powerless while perpetrators profit,
warping cultural norms around the world.
Norton
September 13, 2022
REPRESENTED BY LUCY
CLELAND

Yet there is a solution to our toxic relationship with technology and
privacy: fighting for intimate privacy as a civil right. Collectively, Citron
argues, citizens, lawmakers, and corporations have the power to create
a new reality where privacy is valued and people are protected as they
embrace what technology offers. Your intimate life shouldn’t be traded
for profit or wielded against you for power: it belongs to you. With
Citron as our guide, we can take back control of our data and build a
better future for the next, ever more digital, generation.

Danielle Keats Citron is an acclaimed civil rights advocate and the Jefferson Scholars Foundation
Schenck Distinguished Professor in Law at the University of Virginia. A 2019 MacArthur Fellow, she
serves as the vice president of the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative and has spent decades working with
lawmakers and stakeholders across the globe to protect what she calls intimate privacy—
encompassing our bodies, health, gender, and relationships. She lives in Charlottesville, Virginia.
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HEALING: When a Nurse Becomes a Patient
by Theresa Brown
A must-read for all of
us who have tried to
find healing through
our health-care
system.

Algonquin Books
April 12, 2022
REPRESENTED BY LUCY
CLELAND

New York Times bestselling author Theresa Brown tells a poignant,
powerful, and intensely personal story about breast cancer. She brings
us along with her from the mammogram that would change her life
through her diagnosis, treatment, and recovery. Despite her training
and years of experience as an oncology and hospice nurse, she finds
herself continually surprised by the lack of compassion in the medical
maze—just as so many of us have. Why is she expected to wait over a
long weekend to hear the results of her cancer tests if they are ready?
Where is the empathy from caregivers? Why is she so often left in the
dark about procedures and treatments? At times she’s mad at herself
for not speaking up and asking for what she needs but knows that
being labeled a “difficult” patient could mean she gets worse care.
As she did in her book The Shift, Brown draws us into her work with
the unforgettable details of her daily life—the needles, the chemo
drugs, the rubber gloves, the frustrated patients—but from her new
perch as a patient, she also takes a look back with rare candor at some
of her own cases as a nurse and considers what she didn’t know then
and what she could have done better.
Theresa Brown, RN, author of the New York Times bestseller The
Shift, has been a contributor to the New York Times. Her writing
appears on CNN.com and in the American Journal of Nursing, the
Journal of the American Medical Association, and the Pittsburgh PostGazette. She has been a guest on MSNBC Live and NPR’s Fresh Air. Her
first book was Critical Care, and during what she calls her past life, she
received a Ph.D. in English from the University of Chicago. She lectures
nationally and internationally on issues related to nursing, health care,
and end of life.

“A stunning book that helped me understand how to survive a serious
illness and how to understand hospitals in general. Theresa Brown is
also a hell of a good writer.”
—James Patterson
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BY HANDS NOW KNOWN: Jim Crow’s Legal Executioners
by Margaret A. Burnham
A paradigm-shifting
investigation of Jim
Crow–era violence,
the legal apparatus
that sustained it, and
its enduring legacy,
from a renowned legal
scholar.

If the law cannot protect a person from a lynching, then isn’t lynching
the law?
In By Hands Now Known, Margaret A. Burnham, director of
Northeastern University’s Civil Rights and Restorative Justice Project,
challenges our understanding of the Jim Crow era by exploring the
relationship between formal law and background legal norms in a
series of harrowing cases from 1920 to 1960. From rendition, the legal
process by which states make claims to other states for the return of
their citizens, to battles over state and federal jurisdiction and the
outsize role of local sheriffs in enforcing racial hierarchy, Burnham
maps the criminal legal system in the mid-twentieth-century South,
and traces the unremitting line from slavery to the legal structures of
this period and through to today.
Drawing on an extensive database, collected over more than a decade
and exceeding 1,000 cases of racial violence, she reveals the true legal
system of Jim Crow, and captures the memories of those whose stories
have not yet been heard.

Norton
September 27, 2022
REPRESENTED BY
KATHERINE FLYNN

Margaret A. Burnham is the founding director of the Civil Rights and
Restorative Justice Project at Northeastern University, and has been a
staffer for the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a civil
rights lawyer, a defense attorney, and a judge. A professor of law, she
was nominated by President Biden and confirmed by the US Senate to
serve on the Civil Rights Cold Case Records Review Board. She lives in
Boson, Massachussetts.

“Searing…An essential reckoning with America’s history of racial
violence.”—Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2022 KIRKUS PRIZE FOR NONFICTION
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WINSLOW HOMER: American Passage
by William R. Cross
The definitive life of
the painter who
forged American
identity visually, in art
and illustration, with
an impact comparable
to that of Walt
Whitman and Mark
Twain in poetry and
prose—yet whose own
story has remained
largely untold.

In 1860, at the age of twenty-four, Winslow Homer (1836–1910)
sold Harper’s Weekly two dozen wood engravings, carved into
boxwood blocks and transferred to metal plates to stamp on paper.
One was a scene that Homer saw on a visit to Boston, his hometown.
His illustration shows a crowd of abolitionists on the brink of eviction
from a church; at their front is Frederick Douglass, declaring “the
freedom of all mankind.”
Homer, born into the Panic of 1837 and raised in the years before the
Civil War, came of age in a nation in crisis. He created multivalent
visual tales, both quintessentially American and quietly replete with
narrative for and about people of all races and ages. Whether using
pencil, watercolor, or, most famously, oil, Homer addressed the hopes
and fears of his fellow Americans and invited his viewers into stories
embedded with universal, timeless questions of purpose and meaning.
Like his contemporaries Twain and Whitman, Homer captured the
landscape of a rapidly changing country with an artist’s probing
insight. His tale is one of America in all its complexity and
contradiction, as he evolved and adapted to the restless spirit of
invention transforming his world. In Winslow Homer: American
Passage, William R. Cross reveals the man behind the art. It is the
surprising story of a life led on the front lines of history. In that life, this
Everyman made archetypal images of American culture, endowed with
a force of moral urgency through which they speak to all people today.

Farrar, Straus & Giroux
April 12, 2022
REPRESENTED BY CAROLYN
SAVARESE

William R. Cross is an independent scholar and a consultant to art and
history museums. He served as the curator of Homer at the Beach: A
Marine Painter’s Journey, 1869–1880, a nationally renowned 2019
exhibition at the Cape Ann Museum on the formation of Winslow
Homer as a marine painter. He is the chairman of the advisory board of
the Yale Center for Faith and Culture. Cross and his wife, Ellen, the
parents of two grown sons, live on Cape Ann, north of Boston,
Massachusetts.
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THE LAST COLD PLACE: A Field Season Studying Penguins in Antarctica
by Naira de Gracia
Lab Girl meets Why
Fish Don’t Exist in this
brilliant, fascinating
memoir about a young
scientist’s experience
studying penguins in
Antarctica—a firsthand
account of the beauty
and brutality of this
remote climate, the
direct effects of climate
change on animals, and
the challenges of
fieldwork.

The Last Cold Place offers a dramatic, captivating window into a
once-in-a-lifetime experience: a season living and working in a
remote outpost in Antarctica alongside seals, penguins, and a small
crew of fellow field workers. In one of the most inhospitable
environments in the world (for humans, anyway), Naira follows a
generation of chinstrap penguins from their parents’ return to
shore to build nests from pebbles until the chicks themselves are
old enough to head out to sea.
In lively and entertaining anecdotes, Naira describes the life cycle
of a funny, engaging colony of chinstrap penguins whose food
source (krill, or small crustaceans) is powerfully affected by the
changing ocean.
Weaving together the history of Antarctic exploration with climate
science, field observations, and her own personal journey of
growth and reflection, The Last Cold Place illuminates the complex
place that Antarctica holds in our cultural imagination—and offers
a rare glimpse into life on this uninhabited continent.

Scribner
April 3, 2023
REPRESENTED BY LUCY
CLELAND

Naira de Gracia grew up moving around the world with her
journalist parents and sibling. She graduated high school in Cairo,
Egypt, and attended college in California. After completing her BA
in biology, she worked as a wildlife technician for six years, on
remote islands in the Hawaiian chain, the Antarctic, the Samoan
archipelago, the Bering Sea and off the coast of California,
continuously writing about her experiences. She currently lives in
Wellington, New Zealand. The Last Cold Place is her first book.

“This masterful memoir is like a literary Blue Planet: de Gracia’s
gorgeous, cinematic prose brings us into the lives of pebble-pilfering
penguins and wallowing seals, capturing the sublime natural beauty of
a remote and frozen continent whose survival is deeply intwined with
our own.” –Jennifer Worley, Author of Neon Girls
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LEGACY OF VIOLENCE: A History of the British Empire
by Caroline Elkins
A searing study of the
British Empire that
probes the country’s
pervasive use of
violence throughout
the twentieth century
and traces how these
practices were
exported, modified,
and institutionalized
in colonies around the
globe.

Sprawling across a quarter of the world’s land mass and claiming
nearly seven hundred million people, Britain’s twentieth-century
empire was the largest empire in human history. For many Britons, it
epitomized their nation’s cultural superiority, but what legacy did the
island nation deliver to the world? Covering more than two hundred
years of history, Caroline Elkins reveals an evolutionary and racialized
doctrine that espoused an unrelenting deployment of violence to
secure and preserve the nation’s imperial interests. She outlines how
ideological foundations of violence were rooted in the Victorian era
calls for punishing recalcitrant “natives,” and how over time, its forms
became increasingly systematized. And she makes clear that when
Britain could no longer maintain control over the violence it provoked
and enacted, it retreated from empire, destroying and hiding
incriminating evidence of its policies and practices.
Drawing on more than a decade of research on four continents, Legacy
of Violence implicates all sides of Britain’s political divide in the
creation, execution, and cover-up of imperial violence. By
demonstrating how and why violence was the most salient factor
underwriting Britain’s empire and the nation’s imperial identity at
home, Elkins upends long-held myths and sheds new light on empire’s
role in shaping the world today.

Knopf
March 29, 2022
REPRESENTED BY KATHERINE
FLYNN

Caroline Elkins is a professor of history and of African and African
American studies at Harvard University and the founding director of
Harvard’s Center for African Studies. Her first book, Imperial
Reckoning: The Untold Story of Britain’s Gulag in Kenya, was awarded
the 2006 Pulitzer Prize for General Nonfiction. She is a contributor to
The New York Times Book Review, The Guardian, The Atlantic, The
Washington Post, and The New Republic. She has also appeared on
numerous radio and television programs, including NPR’s All Things
Considered and BBC’s The World. She lives in Watertown and Marion,
Massachusetts.
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HOW THE FUTURE WORKS: Leading Flexible Teams To Do The Best
Work of Their Lives
By Brian Elliot, Sheela Subramanian, Helen Kupp
The way we work has
changed—unlock the
power of flexible work
with this “how-to
guide” from the
leadership of Slack
and Future Forum.

The leadership of Slack and Future Forum offers a blueprint for using
flexible work to unlock the potential of your people. The era of toiling
from nine-to-five, five-days-a-week in the office is now a relic of the
past, and is being replaced by a better way—flexible work. But
flexibility means a lot more than a day or two a week to “work from
home”: 93% of your employees want more flexibility in when, not
just where, they work. They want choice and they are leaving their roles
to find it. The most successful leaders will go much further than
offering occasional remote workdays—they will redesign every aspect
of how work gets done, from defining how they measure
organizational success to training their managers to make it happen.
The book offers the steps necessary to building the new principles and
guardrails to empower flexible, high-performing teams. And it teaches
readers to lead with purpose, to manage and measure differently, and
to believe that by letting go, they’ll get more back than they thought
possible.

Wiley
May 17, 2022
REPRESENTED BY
KATHERINE FLYNN

Brian Elliott is a VP at Slack and the Executive leader of Future Forum,
the thought leadership institute of Slack. Brian has spent over 20 years
leading companies and teams, from startup CEO to Google to Slack,
with a starting point in consulting (Boston Consulting Group) and case
writing (Harvard Business School). Brian received his BA from
Northwestern University and an MBA from Harvard Business School.

Sheela Subramanian is Senior Director of the Future Forum and has spent the past five years as a
senior leader at Slack. Prior to Slack, she was an executive at global startups, leading international
growth and business development. Sheela joined Google in 2004, where she drove marketing and
strategy for a range of products and co-founded the Global Market Development team. She received
a BA from Stanford University and an MBA from Harvard Business School. She is on the Board of
Stanford’s Center for Race and Ethnicity.
Helen Kupp has authored many of Future Forum’s playbooks and led many of Slack’s largest crossfunctional initiatives in the last 5 years.
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WONDERWORKS:
Literary Invention and the Science of Stories
by Angus Fletcher
This examination of
literary inventions
through the ages,
from ancient
Mesopotamia to Elena
Ferrante, shows how
writers have created
technical
breakthroughs—
rivaling scientific
inventions—and
engineering
enhancements to the
human heart and
mind.

Literature is a technology like any other. And the writers we revere—
from Homer, Shakespeare, Austen, and others—each made a unique
technical breakthrough that can be viewed as both a narrative and
neuroscientific advancement. Literature’s great invention was to
address problems we could not solve: not how to start a fire or build a
boat, but how to live and love; how to maintain courage in the face of
death; how to account for the fact that we exist at all.
Wonderworks reviews the blueprints for twenty-five of the most
significant developments in the history of literature. These inventions
can be scientifically shown to alleviate grief, trauma, loneliness, anxiety,
numbness, depression, pessimism, and ennui, while sparking creativity,
courage, love, empathy, hope, joy, and positive change. They can be
found throughout literature—from ancient Chinese lyrics to
Shakespeare’s plays, poetry to nursery rhymes and fairy tales, and
crime novels to slave narratives.
A “refreshing and remarkable” (Jay Parini, author of Borges and Me: An
Encounter) exploration of the new literary field of story science,
Wonderworks teaches you everything you wish you learned in your
English class, and “contains many instances of critical insight. ... What’s
most interesting about this compendium is its understanding of
imaginative representation as a technology” (The New York Times).

Simon & Schuster
March 17, 2021
REPRESENTED BY CAROLYN
SAVARESE

Angus Fletcher is a professor of story science at Ohio State’s Project
Narrative, the world’s leading academic think-tank for the study of
stories. He has dual degrees in neuroscience and literature, received his
PhD from Yale, taught Shakespeare at Stanford, and has published two
books and dozens of peer-reviewed academic articles on the scientific
workings of novels, poetry, film, and theater. He has done storyconsulting for projects for Sony, Disney, the BBC, Amazon, PBS, and
Universal and is the author/presenter of the Audible/Great Courses
Guide to Screenwriting.
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THE HOWE DYNASTY: The Untold Story of a Military Family and the
Women Behind Britain’s Wars for America
by Julie Flavell
Finally revealing the
family’s
indefatigable
women among its
legendary military
figures, The Howe
Dynasty recasts the
British side of the
American
Revolution.

In December 1774, Benjamin Franklin met Caroline Howe, the sister of
British Admiral Richard and General William Howe, in a London drawing
room for “half a dozen Games of Chess.” As Julie Flavell reveals, the
games concealed a matter of the utmost diplomatic urgency, a lastditch attempt to forestall the outbreak of war.
Aware that the Howes, both the men and the women, have seemed
impenetrable to historians, Flavell investigated the letters of Caroline
Howe, which have been overlooked for centuries. Using these revelatory
documents, Flavell provides a compelling reinterpretation of England’s
famous family across four wars, centering on their enigmatic roles in the
American Revolution. The Howe Dynasty interweaves action-packed
stories of North American military campaigns—including the Battles of
Bunker Hill and Long Island—with parlor-room intrigues back in
England, creating a riveting narrative that brings alive the influence of
these extraordinary women in both peacetime and war.
Born in Massachusetts, Julie Flavell has pursued a lifelong interest
in Anglo-American relationships as reflected in her first book, When
London Was Capital of America. A Fellow of the Royal Historical Society,
Flavell lives in Britain.

Liveright/Norton
July 20, 2021
REPRESENTED BY
KATHERINE FLYNN

In this brilliantly conceived and vividly written biography . . . Flavell
skillfully alternates vivid descriptions of overseas battles with
developments in England, and brings new insights to William’s alleged
affair with the 'captivating Bostonian' Elizabeth Lloyd Loring.
—Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
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THE PIRATE’S WIFE: The Remarkable True Story of Sarah Kidd
by Daphne Palmer Geanacopoulos

The dramatic and
deliciously
swashbuckling story
of Sarah Kidd, the
wife of the famous
pirate Captain Kidd,
charting her
transformation from
New York socialite to
international outlaw
during the Golden
Age of Piracy.

Captain Kidd was one of the most notorious pirates to ever prowl the
seas. But few know that Kidd had an accomplice, a behind-the-scenes
player who enabled his plundering and helped him outpace his
enemies.
That accomplice was his wife, Sarah Kidd, a well-to-do woman whose
extraordinary life is a lesson in reinvention and resourcefulness. Twice
widowed by twenty-one and operating within the strictures of polite
society in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century New York, Sarah
secretly aided and abetted her husband, fighting alongside him against
his accusers. More remarkable still was that Sarah not only survived the
tragedy wrought by her infamous husband’s deeds, but went on to live
a successful and productive life as one of New York’s most prominent
citizens.
Marshaling in newly discovered primary-source documents from
archives in London, New York and Boston, historian and journalist
Daphne Palmer Geanacopoulos reconstructs the extraordinary life of
Sarah Kidd, uncovering a rare example of the kind of life that pirate
wives lived during the Golden Age of Piracy. A compelling tale of love,
treasure, motherhood and survival, this landmark work of narrative
nonfiction weaves together the personal and the epic in a sweeping
historical story of romance and adventure.

Hanover Square Press
November 8, 2022
REPRESENTED BY
KATHERINE FLYNN

Daphne Palmer Geanacopoulos is a historian, journalist and author
of The Pirate Next Door: The Untold Story of Eighteenth Century
Pirates' Wives, Families and Communities. Her writing has appeared in
the New York Times, the Washington Post, Southern Living, Virginia
Business and other outlets. She lives in South Yarmouth,
Massachusetts, with her husband, David.
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LEFT BEHIND: The Democrats' Failed Attempt to Solve Inequality
by Lily Geismer
The 40-year history of
how Democrats chose
political opportunity
over addressing
inequality—and how
the poor have paid the
price.

For decades, the Republican Party has been known as the party of the
rich: arguing for “business-friendly” policies like deregulation and tax
cuts. But this incisive political history shows that the current inequality
crisis was also enabled by a Democratic Party that catered to the
affluent.
The result is one of the great missed opportunities in political history: a
moment when we had the chance to change the lives of future
generations and were too short-sighted to take it.
Historian Lily Geismer recounts how the Clinton-era Democratic Party
sought to curb poverty through economic growth and individual
responsibility rather than asking the rich to make any sacrifices. Fueled
by an ethos of “doing well by doing good,” microfinance, charter
schools, and privately funded housing developments grew trendy.
Though politically expedient and sometimes profitable in the short
term, these programs fundamentally weakened the safety net for the
poor.

Public Affairs
March 1, 2022

This piercingly intelligent book shows how bygone policy decisions
have left us with skyrocketing income inequality and poverty in
America and widened fractures within the Democratic Party that persist
to this day.

REPRESENTED BY
KATHERINE FLYNN

Lily Geismer is an associate professor of history at Claremont
McKenna College. She researches and teaches about recent political
and urban history in the United States with a focus on liberalism and the Democratic Party. She is the
author of Don’t Blame Us: Suburban Liberals and the Transformation of the Democratic Party. Her
work has appeared in The New York Times, Washington Post, New Republic, Jacobin, and Dissent and
on NPR and other podcasts. A native of Massachusetts, Geismer currently resides in Los Angeles.
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STILL LIFE WITH BONES: Genocide, Forensics and What Remains
by Alexa Hagerty
"Exhumation can
divide brothers and
restore fathers, open
old wounds and open
the possibility of
regeneration—of
building something
new with the pile of
broken mirrors that
is memory, loss, and
mourning."

Crown
March 14, 2023
REPRESENTED BY LUCY
CLELAND

Throughout Guatemala’s thirty-six-year armed conflict, state forces
killed over 200,000 people. Argentina’s military dictatorship
disappeared up to 30,000 people. In the wake of genocidal violence,
families of the missing searched for the truth. Young scientists joined
their fight against impunity. Gathering evidence in the face of
intimidation and death threats, they pioneered the field of forensic
exhumation for human rights.
In Still Life with Bones, anthropologist Alexa Hagerty learns to see the
dead body with a forensic eye. She examines bones for marks of
torture and fatal wounds—hands bound by rope, machete cuts, and
also for signs of a life lived: how life shapes us down to the bone. A
weaver is recognized from the tiny bones of the toes, molded by
kneeling before a loom; a girl is identified alongside her pet dog. In the
tenderness of understanding these bones, forensics offers proof of
mass atrocity but also tells the story of each life lost.
Working with forensic teams at mass grave sites and in labs, Hagerty
discovers how bones bear witness to crimes against humanity and how
exhumation can bring families meaning after unimaginable loss. She
comes to see how cutting-edge science also acts as ritual—a way of
caring for the dead with symbolic force that can repair societies torn
apart by violence. Weaving together powerful stories about
investigative breakthroughs, histories of violence and resistance, and
her own forensic coming of age, Hagerty crafts a moving portrait of
the living and the dead.
Alexa Hagerty is an anthropologist researching science, technology,
and human rights. She holds a PhD from Stanford University and is an
associate fellow at the University of Cambridge. Her research has
received honors and funding from the National Science Foundation,
the Mellon Foundation, and the American Ethnological Society, among
others. She has written for the Los Angeles Review of Books, Wired,
Social Anthropology, and Palais de Tokyo.
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DARK AND MAGICAL PLACES: The Neuroscience of Navigation
by Christopher Kemp
How the brain helps
us to understand and
navigate space—and
why, sometimes, it
doesn’t work the way
it should.

Norton
January 25, 2022
REPRESENTED BY
KATHERINE FLYNN

Inside our heads we carry around an infinite and endlessly unfolding
map of the world. Navigation is one of the most ancient neural abilities
we have—older than language. In Dark and Magical Places,
Christopher Kemp embarks on a journey to discover the remarkable
extent of what our minds can do.
Fueled by his own spatial shortcomings, Kemp describes the brain
regions that orient us in space and the specialized neurons that do it.
Place cells. Grid cells. He examines how the brain plans routes,
recognizes landmarks, and makes sure we leave a room through a door
instead of trying to leave through a painting. From the secrets of
supernavigators like the indigenous hunters of the Bolivian rainforest
to the confusing environments inhabited by people with place
blindness, Kemp charts the myriad ways in which we find our way and
explains the cutting-edge neuroscience behind them.
How did Neanderthals navigate? Why do even seasoned hikers stray
from the trail? What spatial skills do we inherit from our parents? How
can smartphones and our reliance on GPS devices impact our brains?
In engaging, engrossing language, Kemp unravels the mysteries of
navigating and links the brain’s complex functions to the effects that
diseases like Alzheimer’s, types of amnesia, and traumatic brain injuries
have on our perception of the world around us.
A book for anyone who has ever felt compelled to venture off the
beaten path, Dark and Magical Places is a stirring reminder of the
beauty in losing yourself to your surroundings. And the beauty in
understanding how our brains can guide us home.
Christopher Kemp is a molecular biologist specializing in
neurodegenerative diseases at Michigan State University. He lives with
his family in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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LYDIA MARIA CHILD: A Radical American Life
by Lydia Moland
A compelling
biography of Lydia
Maria Child, one of
nineteenth-century
America’s most
courageous
abolitionists.

By 1830, Lydia Maria Child had established herself as something almost
unheard of in the American nineteenth century: a beloved and selfsufficient female author. Best known today for the immortal poem
“Over the River and through the Wood,” Child had become famous at
an early age for spunky self-help books and charming children’s
stories. But in 1833, Child shocked her readers by publishing the first
book-length argument against slavery in the United States—a book so
radical in its commitment to abolition that friends abandoned her,
patrons ostracized her, and her book sales plummeted. Yet Child soon
drew untold numbers to the abolitionist cause, becoming one of the
foremost authors and activists of her generation.

Lydia Maria Child: A Radical American Life tells the story of what

University of Chicago Press
November 15, 2022
REPRESENTED BY KATHERINE
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brought Child to this moment and the extraordinary life she lived in
response. Through Child’s example, philosopher Lydia Moland asks
questions as pressing and personal in our time as they were in Child’s:
What does it mean to change your life when the moral future of your
country is at stake? When confronted by sanctioned evil and systematic
injustice, how should a citizen live? Child’s lifetime of bravery,
conviction, humility, and determination provides a wealth of spirited
guidance for political engagement today.
Lydia Moland is professor of philosophy at Colby College. Her
scholarship in German philosophy, including Hegel’s Aesthetics: The
Art of Idealism, has been supported by the National Endowment for
the Humanities, the ACLS, and the American Academy in Berlin. Her
work on Lydia Maria Child has appeared in the Paris Review, the Boston
Globe, the Washington Post, and on National Public Radio.
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JERSEY BREAKS: Becoming an American Poet
by Robert Pinsky
What makes a great
poet? Robert Pinsky
provides some of the
ingredients to his
becoming an
American original.

Norton
October 11, 2022
REPRESENTED BY LUCY
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Candid, engaging, and wry, Jersey Breaks offers an intimate selfportrait and a unique poetic understanding of American culture.
In late-1940s Long Branch, a historic but run-down Jersey Shore resort
town, in a neighborhood of Italian, Black, and Jewish families, Robert
Pinsky began his unlikely journey to becoming a poet. Descended from
a bootlegger grandfather, an athletic father, and a rebellious tomboy
mother, Pinsky was an unruly but articulate high school C student,
whose obsession with the rhythms and melodies of speech inspired
him to write.
Pinsky traces the roots of his poetry, with its wide and fearless range,
back to the voices of his neighborhood, to music and a distinctly
American tradition of improvisation, with influences including Mark
Twain and Ray Charles, Marianne Moore and Mel Brooks, Emily
Dickinson and Sid Caesar, Dante Alighieri and the Orthodox Jewish
liturgy. He reflects on how writing poetry helped him make sense of
life’s challenges, such as his mother’s traumatic brain injury, and on his
notable public presence, including an unprecedented three terms as
United States poet laureate.
Robert Pinsky served as the United States Poet Laureate from 1997 to
2000, during which time he founded the Favorite Poem Project.
Pinsky’s anthology The Figured Wheel was a Pulitzer Prize finalist. In
addition to penning poetry collections, Pinsky has edited several
anthologies, most recently The Book of Poetry for Hard Times. He
teaches at Boston University and lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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SHIELDED: How the Police Became Untouchable
by Joanna Schwartz
A groundbreaking
examination of the
intricate legal
framework that
prevents
accountability for
police
misconduct, from one
of the country's
leading scholars on
policing.

Viking
February 14, 2023

In recent years, the high-profile murders of George Floyd, Breonna
Taylor, and so many other innocent Black people have brought muchneeded attention to the pervasiveness of police misconduct. Yet it
remains nearly impossible to hold police accountable for abuses of
power—the decisions of the Supreme Court, state and local
governments, and policymakers have, over decades, made the police
all but untouchable.
In Shielded, UCLA law professor Joanna Schwartz lays bare the barriers
that prevent people from obtaining justice against the police, exposing
the myriad ways in which our legal system protects police at all
costs, cutting across race, gender, criminal history, tax bracket, and zip
code. The product of more than two decades of advocacy and
research, Shielded is a groundbreaking investigation into why civil
rights litigation so rarely leads to justice or prevents future police
misconduct.
Weaving powerful true stories of people seeking restitution for
violated rights with insightful analyses about subjects ranging from
qualified immunity to no-knock warrants, she paints a compelling
picture of the human cost of our failing criminal justice system,
bringing clarity to a problem that is widely known but little
understood. Shielded is a masterful work of immediate and enduring
consequence, revealing what tragically familiar calls for "justice" truly
entail.

Joanna Schwartz is a professor of law at UCLA, where she teaches civil
procedure and courses on police accountability and public interest
lawyering. Her writing, commentary, and research about police
misconduct, qualified immunity, indemnification, and local government
budgeting have been featured in The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Wall Street
Journal, Forbes, Christian Science Monitor, ABC News, NBC News, CBS News, CNN, NPR, and
elsewhere. Her research has been quoted and cited by United States Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor and more than two dozen state supreme courts, federal circuit courts, and federal district
courts.
REPRESENTED BY CAROLYN
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FRONT COUNTRY
by Sara St. Antoine
My Side of the
Mountain meets
Greta Thunberg in
this heartfelt, exciting
novel about one girl’s
growing awareness of
herself, the world, and
the relationship
between the two.

Ginny Shepard is glad to be in Montana for a month of backcountry
camping before she starts high school. The world is on fire. That's the
awful truth. And Ginny would much rather be hiking in the mountains
than doing the summer college prep classes her parents think will help
her future. Because, the future? Who even knows what that is anymore.
But once Ginny gets to camp, things get complicated fast. She meets
her tripmates: five challenging, rebellious, tech-addicted boys. And she
finds out TrackFinders is designed for kids who need extra "support."
Instead of feeling free as a bird, Ginny feels trapped . . . and betrayed.
As her friendships with her fellow campers deepen on the trail, though,
Ginny starts to see new sides of them—and of herself. Maybe out here
in the backcountry she'll actually find what she needs to face the front
country again.
Set in Montana's sweeping alpine wilderness, this epic adventure
captures the tremendous heartbreak of realizing the world isn't okay at
all and shows how that knowledge, and what we choose to do with it,
shapes us into who we are.

Sara St. Antoine is an award-winning author and freelance writer. A
graduate of Williams College, Sara holds a master's degree from the
Yale School of the Environment. Her debut novel, THREE BIRD
REPRESENTED BY LUCY
SUMMER, was selected as a Boston Globe Best Book of the Year and an
CLELAND
ALSC Notable Children's Book for middle grade readers. Sara also edits
the Stories from Where We Live anthology series, which celebrates
place-based literature from different regions of North America. She lives in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, with her husband and two teenage daughters.
Chronicle Kids
September 20, 2022

“Without diminishing the existential threat of climate change, this
uplifting novel…attentively exhibits ways that communities can support
one another in troubling times.”
– Publishers Weekly
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THE WAR NURSE: A Novel
by Tracey Enerson Wood
Based on a true
story, The War
Nurse is a sweeping
historical novel by
international
bestselling author
Tracey Enerson Wood
that takes readers on
an unforgettable
journey through WWI
France.

Another gripping historical fiction masterpiece from international
bestselling author Tracey Enerson Wood.
Superintendent of Nurses Julia Stimson must recruit sixty-five nurses
to relieve the battle-worn British, months before American troops are
ready to be deployed. She knows that the young nurses serving near
the front lines of will face a challenging situation, but nothing could
have prepared her for the chaos that awaits when they arrive at British
Base Hospital 12 in Rouen, France. The primitive conditions, a
convoluted, ineffective system, and horrific battle wounds are enough
to discourage the most hardened nurses, and Julia can do nothing but
lead by example—even as the military doctors undermine her
authority and make her question her very place in the hospital tent.
When trainloads of soldiers stricken by a mysterious respiratory illness
arrive one after the other, overwhelming the hospital's limited
resources, and threatening the health of her staff, Julia faces an
unthinkable choice—to step outside the bounds of her profession and
risk the career she has fought so hard for, or to watch the people she
cares for most die in her arms.

Sourcebooks
July 6, 2021
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Tracey Enerson Wood has always had a writing bug. While working
as a Registered Nurse, starting an interior design company, raising
two children, and bouncing around the world as a military wife, she
indulged in her passion as a playwright, screenwriter and short story
writer. She has authored magazine columns and other non-fiction,
written and directed plays of all lengths, including Grits, Fleas and
Carrots, Rocks and Other Hard Places, Alone, and Fog. Her screenplays
include Strike Three and Roebling’s Bridge.
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THE GENESIS MACHINE:
Our Quest to Rewrite Life in the Age of Synthetic Biology
by Amy Webb & Andrew Hessel
The next frontier in
technology is inside
our own bodies.

Synthetic biology will revolutionize how we define family, how we
identify disease and treat aging, where we make our homes, and how
we nourish ourselves. This fast-growing field—which uses computers
to modify or rewrite genetic code—has created revolutionary,
groundbreaking solutions such as the mRNA COVID vaccines, IVF, and
lab-grown hamburger that tastes like the real thing. It gives us options
to deal with existential threats: climate change, food insecurity, and
access to fuel.
But there are significant risks.
Who should decide how to engineer living organisms? Whether
engineered organisms should be planted, farmed, and released into
the wild? Should there be limits to human enhancements? What cyberbiological risks are looming? Could a future biological war, using
engineered organisms, cause a mass extinction event?

Public Affairs
February 15, 2022
REPRESENTED BY CAROL
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Amy Webb and Andrew Hessel’s riveting examination of synthetic
biology and the bioeconomy provide the background for thinking
through the upcoming risks and moral dilemmas posed by redesigning
life, as well as the vast opportunities waiting for us on the horizon.

Amy Webb advises CEOs of the world’s most-admired companies, three-star admirals and generals,
and the senior leadership of central banks and intergovernmental organizations on the future of
technology and science. A quantitative futurist, Amy is the CEO of the Future Today Institute, a
leading foresight and management consulting firm. She is a professor of strategic foresight at New
York University’s Stern School of Business and a Visiting Fellow at Oxford University’s Säid School of
Business.
Andrew Hessel, a pioneer and an expert in the field of synthetic biology, is the president of Humane
Genomics, an early-stage company developing synthetic viruses for canine and human oncology. He
is also the co-founder and chairman of the Center of Excellence for Engineering Biology and the
Genome Project, the international scientific effort to engineer large genomes, including the human
genome.
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THE SHORES OF BOHEMIA: A Cape Cod Story, 1910-1960
by John Taylor Williams
An intimate portrait
of a legendary
generation of artists,
writers, activists, and
dreamers who created
a utopia on the shores
of Cape Cod during
the first half of the
twentieth century.

Farrar, Straus and Giroux
May 17, 2022

Their names are iconic: Eugene O’Neill, Willem de Kooning, Josef and
Annie Albers, Emma Goldman, Mary McCarthy, Edward Hopper, Walter
Gropius—and the list goes on and on. Scorning the devastation that
industrialization had wrought on the nation’s economy and culture in
the early decades of the twentieth century, they gathered in the streets
of Greenwich Village and on the beachfronts of Cape Cod. They began
as progressives but soon turned to socialism, then communism. They
founded theaters, periodicals, and art schools. They formed editorial
boards that met in beach shacks and performed radical new plays in a
shanty on the docks where they could see the ocean through cracks in
the floor. They welcomed the tremendous wave of talent fleeing
Europe in the 1930s. At the end of their era, as the postwar economy
boomed, they took shelter in liberalism as the anti-capitalist movement
fragmented into other causes in the 1960's.
John Taylor "Ike" Williams, who married into the Cape’s artistic world
and has spent fifty years talking and walking its shores with these
cultural and political revolutionaries, gives us the twisting lives and
careers of a staggering generation of American thinkers and creators.
The Shores of Bohemia records a great set of shifts in American
culture, of ideas and arguments fueled by drink, infidelity, and
competition that made for a fifty-year conversation among intellectual
leaders and creative revolutionaries, who found a community as they
created some of the great works of the American century. This is their
story. Welcome to the party!

REPRESENTED BY KATHERINE
FLYNN

John Taylor "Ike" Williams is a founder of the literary agency
Kneerim & Williams and a lawyer specializing in intellectual property
and first amendment litigation. He is the coauthor of the widely used
Perle, Williams & Fischer on Publishing Law. Williams has served as
chair of the National Endowment for the Arts awards panel and as a
Trustee of the Institute of Contemporary Art and the Fine Arts Work
Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts, among other positions. He
lives in Cambridge and Wellfleet, Massachusetts.
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New Book Deals
& Works in Progress

Nobel Prize-Winner
Dr. Susan Solomon
argues against the
hopeless passivity
we too often feel
when confronted
with dire
predictions and
relentlessly bad
news about the
Climate Crisis.
REPRESENTED BY
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A profound history
of a place that
probes a personal,
worldly reckoning
with our connection
to natural world and
each other, and our
place within the
tides of time.
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SOLVABLE by Susan Solomon (University of Chicago Press)
Nobel Prize-Winner Dr. Susan Solomon argues against the hopeless
passivity we too often feel when confronted with dire predictions and
relentlessly bad news about the Climate Crisis. Her antidote is to provide
the inside story of past environmental victories, extract from this neglected
history the essential elements of what actually works, and to show that we
have not just the popular will but the specific means at hand to save the
planet. The heroes in these stories range from angry mothers (from locales
as different as Beverly Hills and Flint, Michigan); to urban gangs turned
social activists; to pissed off Long Island bird watchers; to iconoclastic
scientists (often women); to brilliant legislative craftsmen; among whom the
almost forgotten Edmund Muskie stands supreme.

SUMMERS IN SQUID TICKLE by Robert Finch (Norton)
Acclaimed naturalist essayist Robert Finch reflects on his summers in the
Newfoundland outport town of Squid Tickle in this provocative, deeplyhuman story of a place out of time, its idiosyncratic people, and their
resilient stand on the shores of our calamitous and changing world. With sly
humor and deep sensitivity, Finch intimately captures the Newfoundland
spirit—generosity to strangers, deep rootedness to place, and an
ambivalence towards the traditional outport life he calls the
“Newfoundlander’s Dilemma.” From his life in the house of the town’s
ancestral matriarch and first settler, Finch speaks through the distinctive
voices of Squid Tickle residents and their fascinating glimpses into the Old
Life.
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World-renowned
marine ecologist
Dr. Drew Harvell
takes us on a
journey to uncover
the incredible
abilities of
spineless creatures

THE ANCIENT MENAGERIE: How the Ocean’s
Spineless Creatures Hold Secrets to Our Survival by Drew
Harwell (Viking)

As some of the oldest and most diverse organisms on earth, ocean
invertebrates bend and break our rules of land-based biology. And yet, the
often-overlooked spineless creatures of the deep contain 600 million years
of adaptation to problems of disease, energy consumption, nutrition, and
defense. In THE ANCIENT MENAGERIE, world-renowned marine ecologist
REPRESENTED BY
Dr. Drew Harvell takes us from Hawaii to the Salish Sea, from St. Croix to
KATHERINE FLYNN
Indonesia, from reef battles to sparkling lightshows, to uncover the
incredible abilities of corals, sponges, jellyfish, sea stars, and thousands of other spineless creatures.
The invertebrates’ underwater adaptations are “superpowers,” like the super-human strength,
impenetrability, and invisibility of Marvel heroes, that inspire technological revolutions in our world.
As our planet changes fast, the biomedical, engineering, and energy innovations of these wonderous
creatures hold ever more important secrets to our survival.

From fin-de-siecle
Warsaw, a Jewish
teenage girl’s diary
tells a story from
the lost pages of
history that raises
haunting questions
about what politics
has to do with who
we are—and who
we chose to
become.

THE NIGHTTIME BUTTERFLY: A Young Woman in
Warsaw at the Turn of the Century by Karen Auerbach (Yale
University Press)
Beckoning us into the candlelit parlors and bustling streets of fin de siècle
Warsaw in the last decades of the Russian Empire, THE NIGHTTIME
BUTTERFLY tells the story of the Lewentals, a family of leading publishers,
and traces the fate of their eldest daughter, Alicja. Auerbach draws on
Alicja’s remarkable diary to plunge readers into the dynamic lives of the
Jewish families in Polish high society. Through the overlooked eyes of a
sixteen-year-old girl, we see how the Lewentals must carefully balance their
Jewish heritage with their publishing wealth as they seek a husband for
their daughter and navigate rapidly changing ideologies around them.
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The story of the
Florida War is
essential for
expanding the
assumption that
those enslaved in
America “should be
honored for having
tried at all under
the most
discouraging
circumstances.”
REPRESENTED BY
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For the millions of
Western visitors who
now flock to one of
the world’s hottest
tourist destinations
and still think of it as
both a war (Vietnam)
and a country (Viet
Nam), The Long
Shadow should be at
the top of their
reading list.

RESTLESS LIBERTY: The Untold Story of Florida’s
Enslaved Uprising by Daniel Barcia (Knopf 2024)
Thousands of escapees from slavery lived in secretive settlements
scattered throughout the antebellum swamps of Florida. In 1835, in
coordination with their Seminole allies, the largest community of fugitive
slaves in America rebelled against slavery – to stunning effect. Their
offensive eradicated sugar cultivation on the peninsula for the rest of the
century, ensnared the U.S. government in its costliest and deadliest
conflict ever until the outbreak of the Civil War decades later, and secured
liberty for the fighters and their families for generations. This book places
Black resistance at the center of the story by recounting how the leaders
move between the white urban centers, the Black slave cabins, and the
Seminole pine forests and evolve from enslaved laborers on coastal sugar
plantations to community leaders within a free clandestine society to,
finally, guerilla fighters leading an armed rebellion.

THE LONG SHADOW:
A Story of War, Peace, and Redemption in Viet Nam
by George Black (Knopf 2023)

Despite the vast and ever-expanding literature on Vietnam, The Long
Shadow will be the first book to deal with the entire 60-year sweep of
history, from the origins of the war to the present day, focusing on the
lasting scars of the conflict. Each of these legacies can be characterized
by an acronym: POW/MIA; TCDD, for the lethal ingredient of the
defoliant known as Agent Orange, which blighted the lives of tens of
thousands of American veterans and millions of Vietnamese; UXO, for
the vast amount of unexploded ordnance that continues to kill and
maim Vietnamese and Lao civilians; and PTSD, for those still haunted by
REPRESENTED BY
the trauma of their wartime experiences. Written substantially in the first
CAROLYN SAVARESE
person, the narrative is driven by the personal stories of the central
characters, anchored in a vivid sense of place, and informed by a thorough knowledge of the popular,
scholarly, and scientific literature on Viet Nam and a deep dive into declassified official archives and
unpublished Vietnamese sources.
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HOMELANDS is
both a granular tale
of painful
relationships
between
neighboring
families and a
sweeping story of
how the world map
was redrawn in the
wake of World War
II.
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Eat, Poop, Die
makes clear, it’s not
too late to restore
the ecological
functions that help
life on Earth thrive.
A first step is to
understand and
fully appreciate the
nutrient cycle
propelled by eating,
pooping, and dying.
REPRESENTED BY
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HOMELANDS: How Israel Was Created and Palestine
Destroyed in 1948 by Alon Confino (Simon & Schuster)
Alon Confino’s stunningly written, deeply human portrait of the creation of
Israel and the simultaneous destruction of Palestine profoundly alters our
understanding of the 1948 war. Using both Israeli and Palestinian sources,
Alon portrays how those on the ground felt about their choices, their
enemy, and their land as the events of 1948 unfolded. This is an account of
one of the most complicated, misunderstood, and inflammatory events in
our modern world done in a way we’ve never seen before – through the
lens of emotion, as a history of the human heart. Prepare to be moved by
these characters – their fears, their dreams, their desires, their brutality –
and by the scope of his story.

EAT, POOP, DIE: How Animals Make Our World by Joe Roman
(Little, Brown 2023)
When humans killed off the mammoths almost thirteen thousand years ago,
these huge, organic engines stopped grazing, putting an end to methane-rich
burps. The result: fewer greenhouse gases, temperatures plummeting ten
degrees, and an ice age that lasted 1,300 years. Today we have the opposite
problem, with natural environments replaced by industrial farming that
contribute to an atmosphere warming to dangerous levels. Everyone Poops, a
children’s book with its squinting toddler and horse’s tail high in the air, was a
huge hit. This is Everyone Poops for grown-ups, with a similarly light-hearted
approach — but with a vitally important message: The wide range of animals
eating, pooping, and dying in their habitats across the planet are essential to
our survival on Earth.
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Backlist Highlights
As an established agency with an extensive list of clients, we
are proud to offer a variety of backlist titles available for
dramatic development. Here you will find some of our
favorites.

REMARKABLE WOMEN
FRANCI’S WAR: A Woman’s Story of Survival by Franci Rabinek Epstein
(Penguin Books)
THE ENGINEER’S WIFE by Tracey Enerson Wood (Sourcebooks)
THE SHIFT: One Nurse, Twelve Hours, Four Patients’ Lives by Theresa
Brown RN (Sourcebooks) A New York Times Best Seller

AMERICAN LIVES
INDEPENDENCE LOST: Lives on the Edge of the American Revolution
by Kathleen DuVal (Random House)
PROMISED LAND: How the Rise of the Middle Class Transformed
America, 1929-1968 by David Stebbene (Scribner)

LIVING EUROPE
WE TOO: Victoria and Albert: Rulers, Partners, Rivals by Gillian Gill
(Ballantine)
ATOMIC SPY: The Dark Lives of Klaus Fuchs by Nancy Thorndike
Greenspan (Penguin)
THE SWERVE: How the World Became Modern by Stephen Greenblatt
(Norton) Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award for

Nonfiction
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Optioned Properties
Eleanor and Hick by Susan Quinn to HBO, repped by Michelle Weiner at CAA.
Burn-In: A Novel of the Real Robotic Revolution by P.W. Singer and August Cole to CBS TV,
repped by Michelle Kroes at CAA.
The Fishermen and the Dragon by Kirk Wallace Johnson to Smokehouse Productions, repped by
Michelle Keoes at CAA.
The Bettencourt Affair by Thomas Sancton to SONY and Barry Josephson Entertainment
The Feather Thief by Kirk Wallace Johnson to NBC/Universal, with Johnson repersented by
Michelle Kroes and Jiah Shin at CAA.
Can’t Help Myself by Meredith Goldstein has been optioned to Temple Hill Productions with
Clea Duvall attached to write and direct. Repped by Jason Richman at UTA for the Boston
Globe and Michelle Weiner at CAA for Meredith Goldstein.
Flat Stanley children’s book series and character by Jeff Brown to Walden Media/Disney and
producer John Carls.
The True American: Murder and Mercy in Texas by Anand Giridharadas to Director Kathryn
Bigelow and Producer Megan Ellison of Annapurna Pictures, with Tom Hardy attached to
star, and Wells Tower to write screenplay. Film Agent: Michelle Weiner, CAA.
So That Others May Live by Caroline Hebard with Hank Whittemore to Gina G. Goff of Goff
Productions and Rene Sheridan, Paramount Studios.
Chemistry Lessons to Linda Reisman, with Goldstein to write screenplay. Film Agent: Michelle
Weiner, CAA.
Hands of My Father, by Myron Uhlberg, to King’s Highway Film
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Bobby Kennedy: The Making of a Liberal Icon by Larry Tye, to Overbrook Entertainment and
Sony Pictures TV, with Chris Pine attached to star/produce, with Todd E. Kessler to write. Film
Agents: Michelle Weiner and Elizabeth Newman, CAA. See Deadline Press Release.
Certain Poor Shepherds by Elizabeth Marshall Thomas, to Finnish animation house Epidem.
Grant & Sherman: The Friendship that Won the Civil War by Charles Bracelen Flood to Ted
Schipper (Previously to Class 5, Inc. and Joji, Inc. Productions).
The Last Empire: The Final Days of the Soviet Union by Serhii Plokhy to Lacey Dorn Productions.
Norman Mailer: A Double Life by Michael J. Lennon to John Buffalo Mailer.
The Devil is Here in These Hills by James Green to Erik Huey and Across the Aisle
Entertainment.
The Man With the Poison Gun: A Cold War Spy Story by Serhii Plokhy, to Covert Media.
“Let’s Put Him on the Air”, by Christine Spindel to ABC/Vince Gonzales
The Tao of Muhammad Ali: The Man, the Legend by Davis Miller to Lin Pictures.
Prospect: A Novel by Bill Littlefield to Shannon Mullen, Broad Reach Films.
The Father of Spin: Edward L. Bernays and The Birth of Public Relations by Larry Tye, to Rubicon
Entertainment.
Smyrna, September 1922: One American's Mission to Rescue Victims of the 20th Century's
First Genocide By Lou Ureneck, to Emmanuel Pappas, Skatepark Films.
A Ticket to the Circus by Norris Church Mailer for live theatrical, to playwright Bonnie Culver.
Who Wrote the Bible? By Richard Elliott Friedman to Mailer Tuchman Media.
American Fun by John Beckman to Paprika Films.
The Poisoned City by Anna Clark, to Waldorf Entertainment. Film Agent: Kim Yau, Echo Lake.
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Productions of Our Books
The Young Woman and the Sea based on the book by Glenn Stout (2009) to Disney, starring Daisy
Ridley. (See Deadline release)
Woman in Gold based on The Lady in Gold by Anne Marie O’Connor (Knopf, 2012) to Origin
Films/BBC Films, staring Helen Mirren, Ryan Reynolds and Katie Holmes, film released in 2015.
Captain Phillips based on A Captain’s Duty by Richard Phillips and Stephen Talty (Hyperion 2010) to
Columbia Pictures, starring Tom Hanks, film released in 2013.
Death and the Civil War, based on This Republic of Suffering by Drew Gilpin Faust (Knopf 2009) –
produced by Ric Burns for PBS American Experience, aired 2012.
Madame Solario based on the book by Gladys Parrish Huntington (Viking, 1956) to writer/director
Rene Feret, with the French release in August 2012.
I.M. Pe: Building Modern China– Pacer Productions, ITVS for PBS American Masters, aired in 2010.
The Namesake based on the book by Jhumpa Lahiri (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2003) to Mira
Nair/Fox Searchlight, starring Kal Penn and Irrfan Khan, film released in 2007.
Presumption of Guilt based on the book by Charles Ogletree (Palgrave, 2010) to Foremost
Productions, with the film released in 2011. Winner of Best Social Documentary by the New York
International Film Festival.
Public Enemies, based on The Vendetta: Special Agent Melvin Purvis, John Dillinger, and Hoover's FBI
in the Age of Gangsters by Alston Purvis with Alex Tresniowski (Public Affairs, 2005), to Universal
Pictures starring Johnny Depp and Christian Bale, film released in 2009.
Restless Virgins based on the book by Abigail Jones and Marissa Miley (William Morrow, 2007) to
Night and Day/Lifetime Television with the film released in 2013.
The Mine Wars, based on The Devil is Here in These Hills by James Green (Grove/Atlantic, 2014) to
PBS/American Experience, aired January 2016.
The People Speak, based on the works of Howard Zinn, to The History Channel, starring Matt
Damon, Morgan Freeman and Viggo Mortensen, which aired in 2009. A UK version starring Colin Firth
aired in 2010.
Gorongosa Park: Rebirth of Paradise, based on The Social Conquest of Earth and Gorongosa by
E.O. Wilson, (Liveright, 2012, 2014) to PBS for a series, aired September 2015-October 2015.
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